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Successful Outback Dealers share a number of characteristics. 
These include the following:

• Excel in customer service and responsiveness

• Professional approach to business

• Positive and enthusiastic attitude

• Determination to succeed

• Commitment to the Stratco Outback® system

• Desire to continually improve and participate in training

• Endeavour to complete installations to the highest standard

• Willing to adopt a continuous improvement plan for their business

• Strive for business growth and development

• Customer focus

• Willingness to promote their business

• Appropriate licenses and registrations.

WHAT ARE WE LOOKING FOR?

If you think you have what it takes to be a successful Stratco Outback® 

Dealer, we would like to explore future opportunities with you.

Be your own boss with flexibility and reward for your efforts?

Have freedom and flexibility to achieve your ultimate work/life balance?

Own a profitable business that can grow and expand?

Set up a business that earns you an income even if you are not on the tools?

Design and build exciting and enjoyable outdoor living spaces for satisfied and grateful customers?

Partner with a leading Australian company to support you achieve your own business goals?

Work on a project from design to completion?

Strengthen your financial future in a growing industry?

Represent a brand that is a household name and respected throughout Australia?

Access the industry’s largest product range for your clients?

DO YOU WANT TO…
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As one of Australia’s leading manufacturers of verandah and patio systems, Stratco provides an 

exciting business opportunity. Since 1992, Stratco has been helping people like you establish 

and succeed as authorised Stratco Outback® Dealers. 

As an Outback Dealer your advantage lies in:

• The impressive range of Stratco Outback® Verandahs, Patios, Pergolas and Carports, including 

the Sunroof remote opening and closing louvre roof pergola, Cooldek® insulated roof patios, 

the Outback Curved Roof system and Ambient outdoor blinds

• Access to support tools and training that have been developed and refined over the past 25 years

• An association with the Stratco Outback® brand which is known and trusted throughout Australia

• Representation and support from a major national manufacturer

• Home improvement and particularly the outdoor living category is in growth

• Low start-up costs

• Extensive Training Program

• No franchise or lead costs

• Sales and Marketing support and development program

• Leads generated by Stratco that will assist you in managing your leads and closing the sale

• A quality product that will stand the test of time, as evidenced by the 25 year structural 

guarantee offered on all Stratco Outback® product

• Extensive advertising of the Stratco Outback® brand and products through mediums such  

as television, radio, press, brochures, digital, websites, social marketing, trade shows and 

catalogues has led to 95% brand awareness in the outdoor category

• The commitment of Stratco to continually improve the Outback range of products  

and see our Outback Dealers succeed.

WHY APPLY TO BE AN AUTHORISED STRATCO DEALER?
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PERTH

BUNBURY

BROOME

ADELAIDE

MILDURA

MT GAMBIER

BRISBANE

SYDNEY

CANBERRA

GOSFORD

MELBOURNE

ALICE SPRINGS

DARWIN

With state of the art manufacturing facilities and retail display centres throughout Australasia, there 

are opportunities across Australia and New Zealand to become an Authorised Outback Dealer and 

be part of the Stratco success story. 

NAPIER

ROTORUA

CHRISTCHURCH

NATIONWIDE OPERATIONS



There’s something special about our people at Stratco - we call it HowTo. 

It’s in our DNA. We are industrious by nature and ingenuity runs 

through our veins. We’ve been living HowTo since our foundation at the 

dawn of “The Great Australian Dream” of home ownership. HowTo is 

evident in our heritage of manufacturing and retail, and our traditions 

of craftsmanship and skill.

HowTo is driven by our commitment to quality, innovation and service. 

Our sleeves are rolled up. We get on with the job. We solve the problem. 

If it hasn’t been done before then we invent it. We are HowTo people. 

We have HowTo products. Ours is a HowTo place.

It is Stratco HowTo that delivers customised outdoor living solutions 

for our customers. We have the knowledge, expertise and passion 

they need to get the job done. We are Stratco and we are HowTo.

OVER 70 YEARS OF
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For over 70 years Stratco have been manufacturing building 

products that provide people with an improved lifestyle.

Stratco was founded in 1948 by Mr Alf E. Stratton who stated; 

‘We simply want to continue to produce and market quality 

products and back them with qualified people who offer 

friendly service and advice’. It is this philosophy on which 

the dynamic growth of Stratco has been, and will 

continue to be built.

Stratco is committed to developing win/win business 

relationships with our Customers, especially our 

Outback Dealers, and continually improving the systems 

and products that we offer. Our goal is to assist Outback 

Dealers to run successful and profitable businesses.
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The Stratco Outback range has been specially designed 

to be both aesthetically pleasing and innovative in design. 

Available in a range of high gloss colours, the Stratco Outback 

features sturdy Outback Deck, a steel roofing sheet with 

a clean, smooth underside that has a ‘ceiling-like’ finish. 

It can span up to 4.5 metres, allowing minimal framework 

and bearers for a clean, uncluttered finish. The structure is 

formed with chamfered, fluted beams and columns that 

are strong and elegant. Matching gutters tie the system 

together, while hidden fixing points and concealed brackets 

complete the smooth and refined appearance. 

The major components are made from strong high 

tensile steel, while the fixings and brackets are 

galvanised for a maximum performance.

The Stratco Outback range has been engineered and 

tested to comply with all relevant Australian Standards. 

Design freedom is central to the versatile Stratco 

Outback. The Outback range is designed as a complete 

system that allows the different styles to be combined 

into a format that will suit your home, lifestyle & budget.

OUTBACK FLAT ROOF

A functional outdoor living area with smooth and 
simple uncluttered lines. Ideal as a single unit or 
incorporated with a gable roof, curved roof, or 
pergola system.

OUTBACK CLEARSPAN GABLE

Exhibiting a strong presence and style, the pitched 
roof of an Outback Gable is endowed with an open 
feel that enriches your outdoor entertainment area. 
The Outback Clearspan Gable uses the Stratco 
exclusive Outback Deck, a remarkably strong roofing 
material that does not need additional support.

OUTBACK MULTISPAN GABLE

Features purlins that are placed over the rafters  
in the roof. This supports the cladding, which can 
be the smooth Outback Deck, light and airy 
polycarbonate, or classic corrugated steel.

OUTBACK COOLDEK®

Stratco’s innovative Cooldek insulated panel provides 
roofing, insulation and a beautiful ceiling all in one 
product. Cooldek is designed to be strong enough 
to span significant lengths unsupported while 
providing outstanding thermal performance.

THE STRATCO OUTBACK® RANGE
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OUTBACK TRADITIONAL GABLE

With enduring style and versatility, the Outback 
Traditional Gable offers large spans and long lengths 
to expand your design options. Using CGI corrugated 
iron or polycarbonate cladding, you can choose 
from over 20 colours to really paint your dream.

AMBIENT®  BLINDS

Specially designed for Outback patios, Ambient 
Blinds offer you a beautiful range of solutions to 
outdoor lifestyle issues such as sunglare, heat 
control, UV protection, privacy, and insect control.

OUTBACK CLEARSPAN CURVED

The contemporary form of the Outback Curved 
Roof will impart a sense of style and sophistication 
to any home. The Outback Clearspan Curved Roof 
minimises beams and rafters by using remarkably 
strong Outback Deck to provide an uncluttered 
finish with a ceiling-like appearance from beneath.

OUTBACK MULTISPAN CURVED

The Outback Multispan Curved Roof has purlins that 
are placed over the rafters in the roof. This supports 
your choice of cladding; from smooth Outback 
Deck, light and airy polycarbonate, or classic 
corrugated steel.

OUTBACK SUNROOF

The electronically controlled louvres can be opened 
and closed to your desired position. Whether you 
require sunlight, shade or just to keep the rain out, 
you can adjust the louvres to suit your every desire.

OUTBACK HIP END

With an enduring style, the Stratco Outback Hip 
End will add a traditional charisma to your home. 
The hip end is an elegant addition that completes 
the end of an Outback Gable.
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OUTBACK® PATIOS 

WARRANTY

Stratco is a 100% AUSTRALIAN OWNED success story, proudly boasting over 70 years 

of manufacturing excellence. Stratco operates 15 manufacturing facilities around 

Australia, employing many hundreds of Australians.

DESIGNED • ENGINEERED • TESTED • MANUFACTURED • GUARANTEED

THE STRATCO Advantage

Large in-house engineering and design team to customise 

each project to the customer’s specific needs.

World class testing facility with a battery of testing processes  

to ensure the highest quality materials that consistently  

exceed Australian standards.

Industry leading research and development program to  

drive innovation in outdoor lifestyle and building products.

25 Year Structural Warranty and
8 Year Paint Finish Warranty

STRATCO PROUDLY OFFER A TRUSTED

REGISTER YOUR WARRANTY ONLINE AT: 

www.stratco.com.au/about/about/warranty-registration/

1 Year Installation Warranty
WHEN INSTALLED BY AN AUTHORISED OUTBACK DEALER

• THOROUGH & CONTINUOUS TESTING OF MATERIALS

• STRINGENT MANUFACTURING CONTROLS

• INDUSTRY LEADING MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGIES

ON ALL STRATCO OUTBACK® VERANDAH PATIOS, DUE TO:

8 YEAR PAINT FINISH
1 YEAR INSTALLATION

25 YEAR STRUCTURAL

We provide our Dealers with a Stratco Social Media Guide 
covering how to set up your own Social Media pages, 
posting guidelines and how you can benefit from having 
an active Social Media presence. Stratco can re-share 
your posts to over 30,000 followers.

Coreflute signs are available as part of the complete Outback 
Authorised Dealer promotional pack. These signs can be used 
whilst working on site and any special promotional activity that 
could be undertaken, to generate additional leads.

Branded apparel is available for Dealers, their sales people  
and installers, completing the professional image of an 
Authorised Outback Dealer.

The Outback range of products is covered by a 25 Year 
Structural Warranty, 8 Year Paint Finish Warranty and a 1 Year 
Installation Warranty, when the Outback has been installed by an 
Authorised Outback Dealer. This provides the consumer with peace 
of mind that our Dealers are backed by a major manufacturer.

We offer a comprehensive range of brochures that cover all 
Stratco products which gives you an opportunity to sell 
additional products to your prospective customers,  
providing them with a one stop shop.

To build both Brand and Dealer awareness, we work with our 
Dealers supporting them with local flyers, press advertisements, 
Outback television commercials, and home shows to 
generate quality leads.

Stratco produces a range of quality advertising and promotional material which provides  

support to you as a Dealer.

OUTBACK MARKETING AND PROMOTIONAL SUPPORT

NEW SOUTH WALES

STRATCO OUTBACK® COLOUR CHART

YOU BRING THE DREAM
WE'LL BRING THE

VERANDAHS | PATIOS | CARPORTS | SUNROOF

STRATCO OUTBACK®

YOU BRING THE DREAM,
WE'LL BRING THE

SOCIAL MEDIA GUIDE

SOCIAL USAGE GROWING

Social media is continuing to grow as a research tool. 
Consumers are increasingly using social media to gather 
information on a brand’s products and services. 
 
Consumers search social channels such as Facebook, 
Instagram, Pinterest and Houzz for inspiration, which 
means that there is huge opportunity and potential by 
showcasing Stratco products and projects where our 
consumers are searching.  
 
Social media gives you an opportunity to develop your 
relationships with your customer base. When you have a 
presence on social media, you make it easier for your 
customers to find and connect with you. By connecting 
with your customers on social media, you are more likely 
to increase customer retention and brand loyalty.  
 
Even if you are not on social media, most of your customers 
expect you to be. They expect quick response times and 
around the clock support. 
 
Social media can help increase your website traffic, by 
directing people to your website. Furthermore, you can 
also increase your search ranking. The more social media 
shares you receive, the higher your ranking. 
 
Have a think about the social media channels that will be of 
most value to you and your business. There isn’t any value 
in setting up an account with Twitter or Instagram if you are 
not going to be updating it regularly with new content, 
responding to enquiries and interacting with those in your 
social media community. If you are choosing to have a 
presence on one social media channel only, Facebook is 
our pick! On the next page we will explain how easy it is to 
set up your Facebook page if you currently don’t have one. 

WHY YOU SHOULD 
HAVE A PRESENCE  
ON SOCIAL MEDIA

SOCIAL MEDIA GUIDE

SHARING AND PUBLISHING YOUR CONTENT

You can share content directly from your business Facebook 
page. Just below your cover photo is where you will find easy 
access to a host of different posting options. From here you 
can post photos, videos, start live videos, create an event etc.  
  
 

WHAT CONTENT YOU  
SHOULD BE POSTING  
Social media is not about blasting your audience with hard 
selling content. social media gives you the opportunity to build 
relationships with your customers. Pose questions to your 
community, for example, you could ask what their perfect 
outdoor space looks like, what their favourite aspect of a recent 
job you posted is, how are they keeping their outdoor space 
warm in winter etc? It is important that you create engaging 
content which enables your audience to interact with your brand. 

GENERAL FACEBOOK 
GUIDELINES & TIPS

Consumers look to your social media for inspiration, they want 
to see your recent projects and get an understanding of what 
you can offer them. They want to know that you can custom 
design something to suit their home and their lifestyle. Use this 
opportunity and showcase your fantastic work and the 
amazing products you are using.   
 
Keep the content you are uploading fresh and exciting. It is a 
great idea to use a mixture of photos, videos and status uploads. 
Don’t be shy to share posts and imagery from our Stratco 
Facebook page too!

SCHEDULING YOUR POSTS  
Schedule your posts weeks, days or even months in advance by 
simply creating your post in Facebook and selecting ‘schedule’ 
from the drop down menu in the bottom right corner. From 
here you’ll be able to select a date and time that you would 
like your content to be published. 

125 Cavan Rd, GEPPS CROSS
(08) 8349 5555  •  bestdealer.com.au

PRIVACY & PROTECTION,
WE'LL BRING THE
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1300 155 155
stratco.com.au

EXTERNAL BLINDS FROM STRATCO

AMBIENT® BLINDS

WINDSOR WIRE GUIDED, SEMI-RESTRAINED

If you prefer a simple ‘casual’ style of outdoor living, and need better 
sun protection while allowing breezes to flow, then the WINDSOR is 
ideal for you.

This semi-restrained exterior blind runs on durable marine-grade 
stainless steel wire guides to offer freer side ventilation and more 
tolerance of blustery coastal weather conditions.

Compatible with all fabric colours and openness factors, and while 
operable with a motor, the WINDSOR is ideally suited for either 
manual operation or crank operation.

REGENT FULLY SIDE RESTRAINED

If you want to create the perfect indoor/outdoor entertaining or living 
area without being at the mercy of the elements, then the REGENT is 
the ideal choice. Offering an improved sealing, fully-enclosed design 
for a neater finish and the best breeze, splash and insect control.

The REGENT utilises a zip welded to the sides of the blind running 
invisibly within custom fitted Aluminium side-tracks to give a very 
tidy appearance and tighter screen holding.

Compatible with all fabric colours and openness factors. 
Completely compatible with Ultra-Locks and a remote operated 
motor as well as manual operation and crank operation.

STYLES OF AMBIENT BLINDS

FULLY ENCLOSED HEADBOX OR OPEN STYLE

You can choose to have your Ambient blind with a low 
profile, rigid Aluminium headbox which neatly covers the 
retracted blind completely, or choose an open style where 
the rolled blind will remain visible. Either choice is 
compatible with all styles and all other fabrics or drive 
mechanism choices.

125 Cavan Rd, GEPPS CROSS
(08) 8349 5555  •  bestdealer.com.au
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YOU BRING THE DREAM
WE'LL BRING THE

FLAT ROOF

GABLE ROOF

COOLDEK

SUNROOF

GAZEBO & HIP END

PERGOLA

CARPORT

CURVED ROOF

DESIGN FLEXIBILITY - AS UNIQUE AS YOU
Design freedom is central to the versatile Stratco Outback. 
Your Stratco Outback is custom designed and made for 
your exact requirements. You can choose from flat, gable, 
curved or opening roof, in either attached or freestanding. 
Or you can choose a combination of styles in a wide range 
of colours to suit your home, budget and lifestyle.

CONTACT US
If you have any queries please contact one 

of our Customer Service Team Members on:

1300 155 155
stratco.com.au
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STRATCO OUTBACK®

YOUR OUTDOOR LIFESTYLE
Experience the best of outdoor living with a Stratco Outback® 
Verandah, Patio or Carport. Open your home to the outside 
and create a space that can be enjoyed throughout the year. 
Under a Stratco Outback you are protected from the elements, 
expanding your possibilities for entertaining, storage, an all-
weather play area for kids or simply enjoying your garden.

INVEST IN MARKET LEADING QUALITY
Available in a wide range of high gloss colours to complement 
your home, the Stratco Outback features the sturdy Outback 
Deck, a steel roofing sheet with a clean, smooth underside 
that has a ‘ceiling-like’ finish. It can span up to 4.5 metres, 
allowing the support beams to be placed well apart for a clean, 
uncluttered finish. The structure is formed with strong and 
elegant, chamfered and fluted beams. Matching gutters tie the 
system together, while hidden fixing points and concealed 
brackets complete the smooth and refined appearance.

GENUINE PEACE OF MIND
Your durable Stratco Outback will be a lasting and satisfying 
investment giving you many years of enjoyment. It is protected 
by our own 25 year structural warranty*, and when installed by 
an Authorised Outback Dealer you are covered by a one year 
installation warranty. The Stratco Outback range has been 
thoroughly engineered and tested to comply with all 
relevant Australian Standards.

*Conditions apply

VERANDAHS | PATIOS | CARPORTS | SUNROOF

THE OUTBACK ADVANTAGE
• Personal in-house or in-store design consultation

• Custom kit manufactured individually for you

• Available in a wide range of designs, including flat roof, 
gables, curves, insulated roof, pergolas and opening roof 

• Innovative design and market leading aesthetics

• High gloss, all colour verandah and patio system. 

• Large spans provide a clear, uncluttered appearance

• Enclosed framework, hidden fixings and contoured 
brackets ensure a clean, tidy appearance

• Tested and certified by Stratco & Independent Engineers

• Do-it-yourself installation or ‘supply & installation’ 
by an Authorised Outback Dealer.

ATTACHMENT OPTIONS
Stratco Outback Patios have considerable 
flexibility when it comes to attachment 
options to existing homes or buildings. 
They can be attached to an existing wall or 
the fascia of a home. Many Stratco Outback 
Patios are now attached using either fly over 
brackets or riser brackets - this provides the 
opportunity to gain additional height if this 
is of importance. 

Fly over brackets penetrate the existing 
house roof and attach to the top plate of 
the house wall for considerable strength. 
Essentially looking like a ‘stump post’ 
coming out of the house roof, the maximum 
height of this bracket is 600mm and the 
roof penetration is sealed with a flashing.

The second option to obtain additional 
height is the riser bracket. This is attached to 
your house rafters and comes through the 
house fascia, runs underneath and then up 
past the house gutter or box gutter. It allows 
a height extension of up to 600mm from 
the traditional fascia height.

FLY OVER BRACKET

RISER BRACKET

Best Dealer

Stratco

We’ve just completed another spectacular Stratco Outback Patio featuring 
Cooldek Roofing! Our customer can’t wait to spend afternoons out here with 
friends and family. #stratcopatio #outback #howto #stratco #patio #bestdealer 
#stylish #entertainersdream 

What June #WhatsInYourShed story deserves to be the Fan Favourite?
Have your say and make your vote count. The winner will take home $500 
worth of Stratco gift cards and you could WIN, just for voting!  
#whatsinyourshed #stratco #howto #garage #shed #handimate

August 1 at 1:45PM

August 1 at 11:55AM

INCREASE YOUR ONLINE PRESENCE AND BRAND AWARENESSSOCIAL MEDIA GUIDE

DREAM OUTDOOR SPACES, 

WE’LL BRING THE
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We work with our Dealers to develop an appropriate promotional and marketing plan to maximise 

quality enquiries in their market. This includes support with websites and social media posts.

We can provide dealers with a customisable website 
template that is pre-loaded with Stratco product images 
and includes descriptions of products and services, on-line 
quote submission and links to your social media platforms. 
It is setup with SEO functionality to ensure your site has 
the best chance to appear at the top of your potential 
customer’s searches.
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« SCAN THIS QR CODE TO FIND A STRATCO NEAR YOU

1300 155 155
stratco.com.au

OUTDOOR STORAGE SOLUTIONS

HANDI-SHEDS®

SAFE & SECURE STORAGE,
WE'LL BRING THE

HANDI-HERITAGE SHED DIMENSIONS

Model Width Depth Wall Height

H1 2.54m 2.52m 1.95m

H2 3.30m 2.52m 1.95m

H3 3.30m 3.30m 1.95m

H4 3.96m 2.52m 1.95m

Width & depth (approx) measured to outside of the roof

CHARM AND CHARACTER

Handi-Heritage sheds have the style to make them a feature 
of any garden setting. The 22.5 degree pitched roof not only 
adds to its traditional charisma, it is also extremely practical. 
It combines extra head and storage room with the self-cleaning 
abilities of a gable roof. Handi-Heritage storage sheds feature 
corrugated steel roof and wall sheeting for a classic appearance. 
Available in a wide range of colours, there is also the option 
for a different roof and wall colour.

STRONG, HIGH QUALITY GARDEN SHEDS

Handi-Heritage sheds have been designed with both strength 
and quality in mind. They incorporate an attractive slot-n-lock 
internal framework that provides high strength and flexibility. 
The framework makes the addition of shelving or pegboards 
easy, by acting as a pre-existing structure to which they can 
be fixed. Every component used in the frame is galvanised 
to ensure a long, useable life. The door is steel framed for 
strength and rigidity and comes with a key locking door 
handle for security.

DO-IT-YOURSELF OR HAVE IT INSTALLED

The framework is simple to install thanks to the preassembled 
trusses and a slot-n-lock system that is used to join the 
components together. The corrugated walls feature pre-cut 
gable end wall sheets for easy installation. Handi-Heritage 
sheds can be installed yourself or Stratco can recommend 
an independent qualified installer to do the job for you.

HANDI-HERITAGE™ SHEDS

“Classic style, classic charm”

MAINTENANCE: Regular maintenance is essential to maintain the good looks of all 
Stratco steel products and to ensure you receive the maximum life-span possible 
in your area. Washing with clean water must be frequent enough to prevent the 
accumulation of dust, salts, and pollutants or any other material that will reduce 
the life of the product. Stratco steel products that are regularly washed by rain 
require no additional maintenance. No Stratco steel structure or materials are 
recommended for use over, or in close proximity, to swimming pools or spas. No 
material that retains water (such as dirt or paving sand) should be placed against 
the columns. Care must be taken when determining the location of Stratco steel 
products so that they are not placed in close contact with sources of pollution or 
environmental factors that could affect the life of the steel. Refer to the ‘Selection, 
Use and Maintenance’ brochure for more information. 

OUTDOOR ENTERTAINING,
WE'LL BRING THE

DESIGN AND BUILD TO SUIT YOUR SPACE

MODULAR OUTDOOR KITCHENS

DIMENSIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS
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Product Width (mm) Height (mm) Depth (mm) Code Qty

CABINETS – Plastic fibre contraction

BBQ Base Cabinet to suit selected 4 burner BBQs 905 470 585 CO-3644

BBQ Base Cabinet to suit selected 5 & 6 burner BBQs 1065 470 585 CO-3643

1 Door Fridge Base Cabinet 600 870 585 CO-3648

2 Door Fridge Base Cabinet 900 870 585 CO-3649

3 Drawer Base Cabinet 900 870 585 CO-3647

1 Door Base Cabinet 600 870 585 CO-3645

2 Door Base Cabinet 900 870 585 CO-3646

DOORS – Metallic paint glass finish (Black, Coffee or White Colour)

BBQ Cabinet Doors (Set of 2) 905 470 - CO-3652/7/62

BBQ Cabinet Doors (Set of 2) 1065 470 - CO-3650/5/60

900mm Drawer Cabinet Fronts (Set of 3) 900 870 - CO-3665/6/7

600mm Cabinet Door (Left or Right Hinged) 600 870 - CO-3653/4/8/9/63/4

900mm Cabinet Doors (Set of 2) 900 870 - CO-3651/6/61

BENCHTOPS  – Natural stone (Black Galaxy Granite or White Marble)

980mm with sink cutout 980 40 590 CO-3625/34

680mm 680 40 or 20* 590 CO-3629/39/3906

980mm 980 40 or 20* 590 CO-3630/40/3907

1280mm 1280 40 or 20* 590 CO-3627/37/3908

1580mm 1580 40 590 CO-3628/38

 *20mm only available in Black Galaxy Granite

WATERFALL ENDS & STRIPS – Natural stone (Black Galaxy Granite or White Marble)

Waterfall end 40 870 590 CO-3631/41

Waterfall strip 40 870 100 CO-3911/2

Waterfall end (acrylic option – Black only) 40 870 590 CO-3910

905mm under BBQ strips 905 40 100 CO-3626/36

1065mm under BBQ strips 1065 40 100 CO-3632/35

210mm BBQ waterfall endsets 40 210 590 CO-3633/42

KICK PANEL – Aluminium with stainless steel front

1850mm 1850 140 - CO-3668

3600mm 3600 140 - CO-3669

ENGINEERED FOR STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

Recognised, independent structural engineers have certified all tests 
and calculations carried out on the Flat and Gable Roof Shed range. 
This is your guarantee of structural integrity. Domestic 15° Gable and 
Flat Roof Sheds of all sizes and styles are suitable for use in wind 
speed areas of W28 (N1) and W33 (N2). All Domestic Gable Roof 
Sheds and only single Flat Roof Sheds are available in W41 (N3). 
Large Span 10° Gable Roof Sheds are designed to suit Region A, 
terrain category 2 and 3, Region B, terrain category 2 and 3 and 
sub-alpine regions. All Flat Roof, Domestic and Large Span Gable 
Roof Sheds are designed for non-cyclonic areas. For cyclonic 
rated sheds please refer to the Cyclonic Gable Roof Shed section 
on the Stratco website.

SHED INSTALLATION

Stratco Flat and Gable Roof Sheds are designed to be the ideal 
do-it-yourself project and easy to follow installation instructions 
are available. Stratco can also provide a list of qualified shed 
installers to complete the job for you.

FEATURES OF THE SHED RANGE

• Choose from two attractive designs; the Gable Roof and Flat Roof.

• Choice of ‘into’ concrete footings or ‘onto’ concrete slab attachment.

• Available in a huge range of sizes and several wall heights.

• Massive 10° Large Span Gable Roof Sheds with endless 
non-standard length options.

• Pick from an exceptional range of modern colours.

• Select either roller doors or sliding doors on Gable Roof Sheds.

• Complete the package with an impressive range of accessories.

• Stratco can provide the information to fast track your  
council approval.

• Designed and tested to comply with all relevant building standards.

• Gable Roof Sheds are constructed using strong and secure 
galvanised C-section portal frames.

• Gable Roof Shed C-section purlins and girts provide additional 
strength and conceal all fasteners.

• Pre-cut sheeting and pre-cut and pre-punched framework for 
easy installation.

• Easy do-it-yourself construction with all the installation 
instructions provided.

• A list of qualified installers that can build your shed.

• A range of payment options are available.

• Stratco Sheds are a market leading, quality product.

MAINTENANCE

Your Stratco Shed will maintain its good looks for even longer with 
a simple wash and wipe down with a soft broom. Stratco Sheds are 
produced from the highest quality materials and will provide many 
years of service if the important recommendations set out in the 
Stratco ‘Selection, Use and Maintenance’ brochure are followed.

YOU BRING THE PASSION,
WE'LL BRING THE
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« SCAN THIS QR CODE TO FIND A STRATCO NEAR YOU

1300 155 155
stratco.com.au

DOMESTIC  |  RURAL  |  INDUSTRIAL

FLAT & GABLE SHEDS

(08) 8349 5555
bestdealer.com.au

Specialists in:

• CARPORTS 

• VERANDAHS 

• PERGOLAS

• RE-ROOFING

• PAVING 

• LANDSCAPING 

• RETAINING WALLS

Best Dealer HOME IMPROVEMENTS

(08) 8349 5555
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« SCAN THIS QR CODE TO FIND A STRATCO NEAR YOU

1300 155 155
stratco.com.au

VERANDAHS | PATIOS | WALLING

COOLDEK® ROOFING

INSULATED ROOFING,
WE'LL BRING THE

LET IN EVEN  
MORE LIGHT WITH 

COOLDEK COOL LIGHT
• Suitable for all panel profiles, 

thicknesses and lengths

• Easy to install

• Use on Flat & Gable applications

• 270mm wide for Cooldek Classic 
and Cooldek CGI

Refer Cool Light Installation Guide  
for further details.

NEW!

SECURE & STYLISH FENCING,
WE'LL BRING THE

BR
O
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« SCAN THIS QR CODE TO FIND A STRATCO NEAR YOU

1300 155 155
stratco.com.au

QUALITY  |  STYLE  |  PRIVACY

GOOD NEIGHBOUR®

WAVELOK® WAVELOK® SCREEN-TOP GATES - SINGLE & DOUBLE

SUPERDEK® SUPERDEK® SCREEN-TOP

CGI CORRUGATED

SMARTSPAN®

CGI MINICGI CORRUGATED SCREEN-TOP

SMARTSPAN® SCREEN-TOP FENCE TOPPER

GOOD NEIGHBOUR FENCE STYLES:

Please note that some, products, colours and sizes may 
not be available in some states. Check prior to ordering.

Complete 
Customisation

Designed just for you!
• Custom designed to your requirements 
• Flat, gable, curved or opening roof 
• Either attached or freestanding 
• Fully engineered and installed 
• Help with Council Approvals 
• Authorised Outback Dealer

Our expert design team are available to 
create your own customised outdoor 
living experience.

TALK TO US TODAY!

Opening SunroofCurved RoofFlat Roof

Gable Roof

125 Cavan Rd, GEPPS CROSS
(08) 8349 5555
bestdealer.com.au
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x6 Phone 1300 155 155 
Visit stratco.com.au

« Scan this QR code to find your nearest Stratco store & opening hours.

CREATE YOUR OWN CUSTOMISED OUTDOOR SPACE WITH STRATCO HOWTO - TALK TO US TODAY!

NEW CO-EXTRUDED PVC DOWNPIPE

NEW COOLDEK SKYLIGHTS 

NEW LARGER COLUMNS 

NEW AMBIENT BLINDS

NEW COLOURS

NEW GUTTERS

DIY your dream patio
• Custom designed to your requirements

• Flat, gable, curved or opening roof

• Either attached or freestanding

• Wide range of colours

• An Authorised Outback Dealer can organise your installation

• FREE, no obligation in-home consultation

• Industry experts

• Appropriately licenced and insured 

We can arrange installation

140 x 140mm 
WOOD PRINT 
ALUMINIUM 
POST WRAP

Two part post wrap designed to 
transform an array of existing 
metal posts into a premium 
Merbau timber imaged post.

NEW
 Exclusive!

AND

OUTBACK EVOLUTION

• Stratco Outback® - the best patio system for peace of mind • Product warranty offered & supported directly by Stratco• Extensive range of designs, options and colours• We’ll custom design your unique patio!

125 Cavan Rd, GEPPS CROSS(08) 8349 5555 • bestdealer.com.au
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WALL BRACKET

For units attached to a wall, position the wall brackets where 
the beams meet the wall. The folded section on the tabs of 
the bracket is located at the top. The highest point of the wall 
bracket will be 15mm below the top of the beam. Mark the 
holes and drill using an 8mm masonry bit. Fasten the bracket 
to the wall with two M8 masonry anchors to a minimum 
65mm embedment. The beam is slid into position and 
fastened with four 10x16 self drilling screws (Figure 2.0).

BRACKETS

SUSPENSION BRACKET

A suspension bracket is used when a beam is suspended from 
the fascia. The top tab of the bracket must be located between 
the fascia and the back channel. Use silicone to seal behind 
the suspension bracket and fascia. For steel fascia a minimum 
of three 10x16 hex head screws are fixed through the back 
channel, suspension bracket and fascia. For timber, three 12x25 
type 17 screws are used to fix through the back channel, 
suspension bracket and timber. The beam is slid into position 
and fastened using four 10x16 self drilling screws (Figure 2.1).

END FASCIA BEAM

When installing all beams, ensure the double thickness of the 
beam is on top. Install the end fascia beam furthest from the 
downpipe first. Lift the back channel end of the beam up into 
the wall or suspension bracket while supporting the other end 
on an adjustable construction prop. Adjust the construction 
prop to allow for the required deck fall minimum of one degree 
(or one and a half degrees for deck spans over 4000mm). 
Fasten the end fascia beam to the bracket using two 10x16 
hex head screws either side in the holes provided.

BRACKET AND FILLER CONNECTIONS

Measure the front fascia beam. Mark where the end fascia 
beams, intermediate beams (if required) and columns meet. 

BEAMS

Clip the post brackets onto the bottom of the front fascia beam 
where the columns will sit. Fasten through the holes in the post 
bracket with two 10x25 countersunk screws each side into the 
flute of the beam (Figure 3.0). Place the beam brackets on the 
inside face of the front fascia beam, aligning their curved flange 
with the top groove of the beam so that they clamp the beam 
fillers (notched beam filler if over a post bracket) in place, fasten 
using two 10x16 self drilling screws (Figure 3.1).

BEAM TO BEAM CONNECTION

Lift the front fascia beam and slide the beam bracket into the 
end of the end fascia beam. Support the front fascia beam on 
construction props allowing for a fall toward the downpipe. 
Fasten the end fascia beam either side with two 10x16 self 
drilling screws (Figure 3.2).

COLUMNS AND FOOTINGS

INTERMEDIATE BEAMS AND PURLINS

If intermediate beams and/or purlins are required, they may 
be fitted at this stage or following installation of the columns. 
Work progressively from the first end of the unit. Locate the 
beam brackets and wall or suspension brackets in the correct 
positions and fasten as previously described. Lift the first 
intermediate beam into place and support on adjustable 
construction props, if purlins are required (i.e. type 4A Outback 
unit) do not secure the intermediate beam until the first purlin 
is lifted into position (Figure 3.5). Secure all connections 
using two 10x16 hex head screws either side of each bracket. 
Continue this process along the Outback unit until the final 
end fascia beam is fixed in place.

FRAMEWORK CHECK

Check that the basic framework is square by ensuring the 
diagonal measurements are the same. Recheck the falls 
are correct for the roof and gutter (Figure 3.6).

If fixing the columns into the ground, dig the holes to the 
specified size and place a half brick in the bottom of the 
hole (Figure 4.0). At each post location, measure from the 
underside of the beam to the top of the brick and cut the 
columns to length. Check to ensure all columns are plumb. 

ATTACHED VERANDAH FOOTING PLATE

A bolted footing bracket is available if fixing posts to an existing 
concrete slab. Establish the column lengths by measuring the 
distance from the underside of the fascia beam to the concrete 
slab and deduct 20mm to allow for the depth of the footing 
bracket and cut the columns to length. Assemble the footing 
bracket by sliding the legs of the footing upstand through the 
slots in the plate (Figure 4.1). The upstand bracing must be 
located between the legs of the upstand. Slide the assembled 

footing bracket and bracing into the bottom of the column, and 
fasten with two 12x20 hex head screws either side ensuring the 
top screws are located at least 15mm from the top of the 
upstand with screws being a minimum 30mm apart.

ATTACH COLUMN TO POST BRACKET

Slide the top of the column over the post bracket and align the 
column and footing bracket if applicable. It may be necessary to 
lift the fascia beam to slide the column over the post bracket. 
The un-fluted faces of the column should be aligned with each 
face of the post to beam bracket. Fasten with two 12x20 hex 
head screws either side (Figure 4.2). Post caps are used to cover 
the screw heads, press firmly into position, silicone can be used 
to provide a better fixing.

BEAM CAPS AND FILLERS

BEAM CAPS

Any beams with exposed ends 
require end caps be fitted.  
Align the end cap and push into 
exposed beam end (Figure 5.0).

BEAM FILLERS

If a downpipe is to run 
flush with a column, place 
a notched beam filler over 
the exposed post bracket 
and use silicone to hold it 
in place (Figure 5.1).

IN-LINE BEAM CONNECTION

To butt join beams together, an in-line beam connector is used. 
The connector is placed so the join is in-line with the edge of a 
column. On the ground, slide the connector into the end of the 
beam. Fix using four 10x16 hex head screws either side. Push 
the exposed half of the in-line connector into the other beam 
until both beams meet flush and fasten as previously described 
(Figure 3.3). The post bracket at the in-line connection can now 
be fixed in place. Fasten using two 10x20 countersunk screws 
into the flute of the beam on each side.

FULL MOMENT BEAM CONNECTION DETAIL

If the beams must be joined at a location other than over a 
post, a full moment beam connector is required (Figure 3.4). 
Slide the connector halfway inside the beam while it is still on 
the ground. Fix the connector in place using six 12x20 hex 
head screws; two either side of the beam and two on the top 
of the beam. Push the exposed half of the in-line connector 
into the other front fascia beam until both beams meet flush 
and fasten using six 12x20 hex head screws; two either side 
of the beam and two on the top of the beam.

The stepped edge of the back channel is the underside. The back 
channel should extend 50mm past the end of the beam to allow 
for overflow into the gutter. If multiple lengths are required, 
butt the channels together and waterproof with silicone.

Determine what type of fascia you are attaching your unit to 
and what type of fixings and brackets you require. Pre-drill the 
back channel on the ground. Locate the first hole 100mm from 
the edge of the back face of each length of channel. Drill the 
other holes at 500mm centres for timber and brickwork or 
250mm centres for steel fascia. Run two beads of silicone 
along the back of the back channel, with one near the top 
edge to ensure a water tight seal.

FASCIA ATTACHMENT

When fixing the back channel to fascia, the roofing above each 
rafter must be removed to give adequate space to install the 
fascia strengthening brackets. M10 Bolts connect the brackets 
to the rafter and fascia (the number of brackets required is 
determined by the builder, but the spacing should not exceed 
1200mm). Silicone as shown in the diagrams. When fixing to 
timber fascia (Figure 1.0) attach the back channel using 12x25mm 
hex head timber fixing screws through the pre-drilled holes. 
When fixing to steel fascia (Figure 1.2) attach the back channel 
using 10x16mm hex head self drilling screws through the  
pre-drilled holes. The back channel is bolted through the fascia 
to the fascia brackets with one M10 bolt per bracket. Insert BIP 
foam into the back channel, which acts as a weather seal 
when the roof sheets are pressed into it.

BACK CHANNEL INSTALLATION

ATTACHING TO A BRICK WALL

When fixing the back channel to a brick wall, pre-drill the anchor 
holes using a masonry drill bit. Attach the back channel using 
M6x65mm masonry anchors through the pre-drilled holes 
(Figure 1.1). Insert the BIP foam into the back channel, which acts 
as a weather seal when the roof sheets are pressed into it.

STEEL HOUSE FRAME ATTACHMENT

When fixing the back channel to the steel fascia on a steel framed 
house, the roofing above each rafter must be removed to allow 
enough room to install the rafter strengthening brackets. 

Attach angle brackets to 75x25x1.6mm RHS reinforcement 
using 12x20 self drilling screws. Place the brackets above the 
first web or truss connection at least 900mm from the wall, 
and directly over the wall. Fasten with four 12x20 self drilling 
screws to the chord or rafter (Figure 1.3).

Attach the extended fascia strengthening bracket to the 
reinforcing RHS using 12x20 self drilling screws at 200mm 
centres. It is the builder’s responsibility to determine the 
adequacy of the fascia and rafters and the frequency of the 
brackets for each individual situation (Figure 1.3). 

For additional bracing, fix a tie down brace to the adjacent 
studs. Use two 12x20 self drilling screws to fix the tie down to 
the top chord, and on each stud use two 12x20 self drilling 
screws on either side of the truss or rafter. Fix the back 
channel to the fascia as previously mentioned.
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WALL BRACKET

For units attached to a wall, position the wall brackets where 
the beams meet the wall. The folded section on the tabs of 
the bracket is located at the top. The highest point of the wall 
bracket will be 15mm below the top of the beam. Mark the 
holes and drill using an 8mm masonry bit. Fasten the bracket 
to the wall with two M8 masonry anchors to a minimum 
65mm embedment. The beam is slid into position and 
fastened with four 10x16 self drilling screws (Figure 2.0).

BRACKETS

SUSPENSION BRACKET

A suspension bracket is used when a beam is suspended from 
the fascia. The top tab of the bracket must be located between 
the fascia and the back channel. Use silicone to seal behind 
the suspension bracket and fascia. For steel fascia a minimum 
of three 10x16 hex head screws are fixed through the back 
channel, suspension bracket and fascia. For timber, three 12x25 
type 17 screws are used to fix through the back channel, 
suspension bracket and timber. The beam is slid into position 
and fastened using four 10x16 self drilling screws (Figure 2.1).

END FASCIA BEAM

When installing all beams, ensure the double thickness of the 
beam is on top. Install the end fascia beam furthest from the 
downpipe first. Lift the back channel end of the beam up into 
the wall or suspension bracket while supporting the other end 
on an adjustable construction prop. Adjust the construction 
prop to allow for the required deck fall minimum of one degree 
(or one and a half degrees for deck spans over 4000mm). 
Fasten the end fascia beam to the bracket using two 10x16 
hex head screws either side in the holes provided.

BRACKET AND FILLER CONNECTIONS

Measure the front fascia beam. Mark where the end fascia 
beams, intermediate beams (if required) and columns meet. 

BEAMS

Clip the post brackets onto the bottom of the front fascia beam 
where the columns will sit. Fasten through the holes in the post 
bracket with two 10x25 countersunk screws each side into the 
flute of the beam (Figure 3.0). Place the beam brackets on the 
inside face of the front fascia beam, aligning their curved flange 
with the top groove of the beam so that they clamp the beam 
fillers (notched beam filler if over a post bracket) in place, fasten 
using two 10x16 self drilling screws (Figure 3.1).

BEAM TO BEAM CONNECTION

Lift the front fascia beam and slide the beam bracket into the 
end of the end fascia beam. Support the front fascia beam on 
construction props allowing for a fall toward the downpipe. 
Fasten the end fascia beam either side with two 10x16 self 
drilling screws (Figure 3.2).

COLUMNS AND FOOTINGS

INTERMEDIATE BEAMS AND PURLINS

If intermediate beams and/or purlins are required, they may 
be fitted at this stage or following installation of the columns. 
Work progressively from the first end of the unit. Locate the 
beam brackets and wall or suspension brackets in the correct 
positions and fasten as previously described. Lift the first 
intermediate beam into place and support on adjustable 
construction props, if purlins are required (i.e. type 4A Outback 
unit) do not secure the intermediate beam until the first purlin 
is lifted into position (Figure 3.5). Secure all connections 
using two 10x16 hex head screws either side of each bracket. 
Continue this process along the Outback unit until the final 
end fascia beam is fixed in place.

FRAMEWORK CHECK

Check that the basic framework is square by ensuring the 
diagonal measurements are the same. Recheck the falls 
are correct for the roof and gutter (Figure 3.6).

If fixing the columns into the ground, dig the holes to the 
specified size and place a half brick in the bottom of the 
hole (Figure 4.0). At each post location, measure from the 
underside of the beam to the top of the brick and cut the 
columns to length. Check to ensure all columns are plumb. 

ATTACHED VERANDAH FOOTING PLATE

A bolted footing bracket is available if fixing posts to an existing 
concrete slab. Establish the column lengths by measuring the 
distance from the underside of the fascia beam to the concrete 
slab and deduct 20mm to allow for the depth of the footing 
bracket and cut the columns to length. Assemble the footing 
bracket by sliding the legs of the footing upstand through the 
slots in the plate (Figure 4.1). The upstand bracing must be 
located between the legs of the upstand. Slide the assembled 

footing bracket and bracing into the bottom of the column, and 
fasten with two 12x20 hex head screws either side ensuring the 
top screws are located at least 15mm from the top of the 
upstand with screws being a minimum 30mm apart.

ATTACH COLUMN TO POST BRACKET

Slide the top of the column over the post bracket and align the 
column and footing bracket if applicable. It may be necessary to 
lift the fascia beam to slide the column over the post bracket. 
The un-fluted faces of the column should be aligned with each 
face of the post to beam bracket. Fasten with two 12x20 hex 
head screws either side (Figure 4.2). Post caps are used to cover 
the screw heads, press firmly into position, silicone can be used 
to provide a better fixing.

BEAM CAPS AND FILLERS

BEAM CAPS

Any beams with exposed ends 
require end caps be fitted.  
Align the end cap and push into 
exposed beam end (Figure 5.0).

BEAM FILLERS

If a downpipe is to run 
flush with a column, place 
a notched beam filler over 
the exposed post bracket 
and use silicone to hold it 
in place (Figure 5.1).

IN-LINE BEAM CONNECTION

To butt join beams together, an in-line beam connector is used. 
The connector is placed so the join is in-line with the edge of a 
column. On the ground, slide the connector into the end of the 
beam. Fix using four 10x16 hex head screws either side. Push 
the exposed half of the in-line connector into the other beam 
until both beams meet flush and fasten as previously described 
(Figure 3.3). The post bracket at the in-line connection can now 
be fixed in place. Fasten using two 10x20 countersunk screws 
into the flute of the beam on each side.

FULL MOMENT BEAM CONNECTION DETAIL

If the beams must be joined at a location other than over a 
post, a full moment beam connector is required (Figure 3.4). 
Slide the connector halfway inside the beam while it is still on 
the ground. Fix the connector in place using six 12x20 hex 
head screws; two either side of the beam and two on the top 
of the beam. Push the exposed half of the in-line connector 
into the other front fascia beam until both beams meet flush 
and fasten using six 12x20 hex head screws; two either side 
of the beam and two on the top of the beam.

The stepped edge of the back channel is the underside. The back 
channel should extend 50mm past the end of the beam to allow 
for overflow into the gutter. If multiple lengths are required, 
butt the channels together and waterproof with silicone.

Determine what type of fascia you are attaching your unit to 
and what type of fixings and brackets you require. Pre-drill the 
back channel on the ground. Locate the first hole 100mm from 
the edge of the back face of each length of channel. Drill the 
other holes at 500mm centres for timber and brickwork or 
250mm centres for steel fascia. Run two beads of silicone 
along the back of the back channel, with one near the top 
edge to ensure a water tight seal.

FASCIA ATTACHMENT

When fixing the back channel to fascia, the roofing above each 
rafter must be removed to give adequate space to install the 
fascia strengthening brackets. M10 Bolts connect the brackets 
to the rafter and fascia (the number of brackets required is 
determined by the builder, but the spacing should not exceed 
1200mm). Silicone as shown in the diagrams. When fixing to 
timber fascia (Figure 1.0) attach the back channel using 12x25mm 
hex head timber fixing screws through the pre-drilled holes. 
When fixing to steel fascia (Figure 1.2) attach the back channel 
using 10x16mm hex head self drilling screws through the  
pre-drilled holes. The back channel is bolted through the fascia 
to the fascia brackets with one M10 bolt per bracket. Insert BIP 
foam into the back channel, which acts as a weather seal 
when the roof sheets are pressed into it.

BACK CHANNEL INSTALLATION

ATTACHING TO A BRICK WALL

When fixing the back channel to a brick wall, pre-drill the anchor 
holes using a masonry drill bit. Attach the back channel using 
M6x65mm masonry anchors through the pre-drilled holes 
(Figure 1.1). Insert the BIP foam into the back channel, which acts 
as a weather seal when the roof sheets are pressed into it.

STEEL HOUSE FRAME ATTACHMENT

When fixing the back channel to the steel fascia on a steel framed 
house, the roofing above each rafter must be removed to allow 
enough room to install the rafter strengthening brackets. 

Attach angle brackets to 75x25x1.6mm RHS reinforcement 
using 12x20 self drilling screws. Place the brackets above the 
first web or truss connection at least 900mm from the wall, 
and directly over the wall. Fasten with four 12x20 self drilling 
screws to the chord or rafter (Figure 1.3).

Attach the extended fascia strengthening bracket to the 
reinforcing RHS using 12x20 self drilling screws at 200mm 
centres. It is the builder’s responsibility to determine the 
adequacy of the fascia and rafters and the frequency of the 
brackets for each individual situation (Figure 1.3). 

For additional bracing, fix a tie down brace to the adjacent 
studs. Use two 12x20 self drilling screws to fix the tie down to 
the top chord, and on each stud use two 12x20 self drilling 
screws on either side of the truss or rafter. Fix the back 
channel to the fascia as previously mentioned.
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WALL BRACKET

For units attached to a wall, position the wall brackets where 
the beams meet the wall. The folded section on the tabs of 
the bracket is located at the top. The highest point of the wall 
bracket will be 15mm below the top of the beam. Mark the 
holes and drill using an 8mm masonry bit. Fasten the bracket 
to the wall with two M8 masonry anchors to a minimum 
65mm embedment. The beam is slid into position and 
fastened with four 10x16 self drilling screws (Figure 2.0).

BRACKETS

SUSPENSION BRACKET

A suspension bracket is used when a beam is suspended from 
the fascia. The top tab of the bracket must be located between 
the fascia and the back channel. Use silicone to seal behind 
the suspension bracket and fascia. For steel fascia a minimum 
of three 10x16 hex head screws are fixed through the back 
channel, suspension bracket and fascia. For timber, three 12x25 
type 17 screws are used to fix through the back channel, 
suspension bracket and timber. The beam is slid into position 
and fastened using four 10x16 self drilling screws (Figure 2.1).

END FASCIA BEAM

When installing all beams, ensure the double thickness of the 
beam is on top. Install the end fascia beam furthest from the 
downpipe first. Lift the back channel end of the beam up into 
the wall or suspension bracket while supporting the other end 
on an adjustable construction prop. Adjust the construction 
prop to allow for the required deck fall minimum of one degree 
(or one and a half degrees for deck spans over 4000mm). 
Fasten the end fascia beam to the bracket using two 10x16 
hex head screws either side in the holes provided.

BRACKET AND FILLER CONNECTIONS

Measure the front fascia beam. Mark where the end fascia 
beams, intermediate beams (if required) and columns meet. 

BEAMS

Clip the post brackets onto the bottom of the front fascia beam 
where the columns will sit. Fasten through the holes in the post 
bracket with two 10x25 countersunk screws each side into the 
flute of the beam (Figure 3.0). Place the beam brackets on the 
inside face of the front fascia beam, aligning their curved flange 
with the top groove of the beam so that they clamp the beam 
fillers (notched beam filler if over a post bracket) in place, fasten 
using two 10x16 self drilling screws (Figure 3.1).

BEAM TO BEAM CONNECTION

Lift the front fascia beam and slide the beam bracket into the 
end of the end fascia beam. Support the front fascia beam on 
construction props allowing for a fall toward the downpipe. 
Fasten the end fascia beam either side with two 10x16 self 
drilling screws (Figure 3.2).

COLUMNS AND FOOTINGS

INTERMEDIATE BEAMS AND PURLINS

If intermediate beams and/or purlins are required, they may 
be fitted at this stage or following installation of the columns. 
Work progressively from the first end of the unit. Locate the 
beam brackets and wall or suspension brackets in the correct 
positions and fasten as previously described. Lift the first 
intermediate beam into place and support on adjustable 
construction props, if purlins are required (i.e. type 4A Outback 
unit) do not secure the intermediate beam until the first purlin 
is lifted into position (Figure 3.5). Secure all connections 
using two 10x16 hex head screws either side of each bracket. 
Continue this process along the Outback unit until the final 
end fascia beam is fixed in place.

FRAMEWORK CHECK

Check that the basic framework is square by ensuring the 
diagonal measurements are the same. Recheck the falls 
are correct for the roof and gutter (Figure 3.6).

If fixing the columns into the ground, dig the holes to the 
specified size and place a half brick in the bottom of the 
hole (Figure 4.0). At each post location, measure from the 
underside of the beam to the top of the brick and cut the 
columns to length. Check to ensure all columns are plumb. 

ATTACHED VERANDAH FOOTING PLATE

A bolted footing bracket is available if fixing posts to an existing 
concrete slab. Establish the column lengths by measuring the 
distance from the underside of the fascia beam to the concrete 
slab and deduct 20mm to allow for the depth of the footing 
bracket and cut the columns to length. Assemble the footing 
bracket by sliding the legs of the footing upstand through the 
slots in the plate (Figure 4.1). The upstand bracing must be 
located between the legs of the upstand. Slide the assembled 

footing bracket and bracing into the bottom of the column, and 
fasten with two 12x20 hex head screws either side ensuring the 
top screws are located at least 15mm from the top of the 
upstand with screws being a minimum 30mm apart.

ATTACH COLUMN TO POST BRACKET

Slide the top of the column over the post bracket and align the 
column and footing bracket if applicable. It may be necessary to 
lift the fascia beam to slide the column over the post bracket. 
The un-fluted faces of the column should be aligned with each 
face of the post to beam bracket. Fasten with two 12x20 hex 
head screws either side (Figure 4.2). Post caps are used to cover 
the screw heads, press firmly into position, silicone can be used 
to provide a better fixing.

BEAM CAPS AND FILLERS

BEAM CAPS

Any beams with exposed ends 
require end caps be fitted.  
Align the end cap and push into 
exposed beam end (Figure 5.0).

BEAM FILLERS

If a downpipe is to run 
flush with a column, place 
a notched beam filler over 
the exposed post bracket 
and use silicone to hold it 
in place (Figure 5.1).

IN-LINE BEAM CONNECTION

To butt join beams together, an in-line beam connector is used. 
The connector is placed so the join is in-line with the edge of a 
column. On the ground, slide the connector into the end of the 
beam. Fix using four 10x16 hex head screws either side. Push 
the exposed half of the in-line connector into the other beam 
until both beams meet flush and fasten as previously described 
(Figure 3.3). The post bracket at the in-line connection can now 
be fixed in place. Fasten using two 10x20 countersunk screws 
into the flute of the beam on each side.

FULL MOMENT BEAM CONNECTION DETAIL

If the beams must be joined at a location other than over a 
post, a full moment beam connector is required (Figure 3.4). 
Slide the connector halfway inside the beam while it is still on 
the ground. Fix the connector in place using six 12x20 hex 
head screws; two either side of the beam and two on the top 
of the beam. Push the exposed half of the in-line connector 
into the other front fascia beam until both beams meet flush 
and fasten using six 12x20 hex head screws; two either side 
of the beam and two on the top of the beam.

The stepped edge of the back channel is the underside. The back 
channel should extend 50mm past the end of the beam to allow 
for overflow into the gutter. If multiple lengths are required, 
butt the channels together and waterproof with silicone.

Determine what type of fascia you are attaching your unit to 
and what type of fixings and brackets you require. Pre-drill the 
back channel on the ground. Locate the first hole 100mm from 
the edge of the back face of each length of channel. Drill the 
other holes at 500mm centres for timber and brickwork or 
250mm centres for steel fascia. Run two beads of silicone 
along the back of the back channel, with one near the top 
edge to ensure a water tight seal.

FASCIA ATTACHMENT

When fixing the back channel to fascia, the roofing above each 
rafter must be removed to give adequate space to install the 
fascia strengthening brackets. M10 Bolts connect the brackets 
to the rafter and fascia (the number of brackets required is 
determined by the builder, but the spacing should not exceed 
1200mm). Silicone as shown in the diagrams. When fixing to 
timber fascia (Figure 1.0) attach the back channel using 12x25mm 
hex head timber fixing screws through the pre-drilled holes. 
When fixing to steel fascia (Figure 1.2) attach the back channel 
using 10x16mm hex head self drilling screws through the  
pre-drilled holes. The back channel is bolted through the fascia 
to the fascia brackets with one M10 bolt per bracket. Insert BIP 
foam into the back channel, which acts as a weather seal 
when the roof sheets are pressed into it.

BACK CHANNEL INSTALLATION

ATTACHING TO A BRICK WALL

When fixing the back channel to a brick wall, pre-drill the anchor 
holes using a masonry drill bit. Attach the back channel using 
M6x65mm masonry anchors through the pre-drilled holes 
(Figure 1.1). Insert the BIP foam into the back channel, which acts 
as a weather seal when the roof sheets are pressed into it.

STEEL HOUSE FRAME ATTACHMENT

When fixing the back channel to the steel fascia on a steel framed 
house, the roofing above each rafter must be removed to allow 
enough room to install the rafter strengthening brackets. 

Attach angle brackets to 75x25x1.6mm RHS reinforcement 
using 12x20 self drilling screws. Place the brackets above the 
first web or truss connection at least 900mm from the wall, 
and directly over the wall. Fasten with four 12x20 self drilling 
screws to the chord or rafter (Figure 1.3).

Attach the extended fascia strengthening bracket to the 
reinforcing RHS using 12x20 self drilling screws at 200mm 
centres. It is the builder’s responsibility to determine the 
adequacy of the fascia and rafters and the frequency of the 
brackets for each individual situation (Figure 1.3). 

For additional bracing, fix a tie down brace to the adjacent 
studs. Use two 12x20 self drilling screws to fix the tie down to 
the top chord, and on each stud use two 12x20 self drilling 
screws on either side of the truss or rafter. Fix the back 
channel to the fascia as previously mentioned.
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DEALER TRAINING SUPPORT

Stratco provides unparalleled Dealer training and support. 

Our training is structured and flexible to suit your business, 

focusing on key training outcomes. Training is provided 

in our own training facilities as well as on site.

Training covers the important elements required to be 

successful as a Dealer. It is important the training is 

undertaken so that every part and process of selling, 

designing, ordering and installation is understood, and 

you as a Dealer gain maximum satisfaction from selling 

the Outback. Ongoing training is provided from 

introductory levels through to more advanced selling 

skills for all Outback Dealer staff.

We continually train installers and offer installation 

instructions and videos to provide you with the 

knowledge necessary to install Outback products  

to your customer’s complete satisfaction.
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BEFORE YOU START

It is important to check your Local Government Authority requirements before the installation of your new Stratco Outback® 

Flat Verandah. It is the builder’s responsibility to ensure any existing structure that an Outback Flat is being attached to is 

adequately reinforced to accommodate the additional loads imposed by the verandah, patio or carport. Read these instructions 

thoroughly before starting your project and refer to them constantly during each stage of construction. Contact Stratco for 

advice if you do not have the necessary tools or information.

Before starting, lay out the main components in order of assembly on the ground and check them against the delivery note. 

The ‘Components’ section identifies each part of your Outback Flat Verandah and shows the relative location of the components.

Mark out the overall area of your verandah, patio or carport and ensure that it is free from obstructions. Beam to wall connections 

can cause difficulty if they coincide with door and window openings, so avoid these in your design. Ensure there is reasonable 

access for materials and working space and consider the disposal of run-off water. Check the column and beam positions on 

the ground; roughly check they are square by measuring the diagonals, then mark out the column locations. If columns are to 

be ‘in ground’, dig the holes to Stratco specifications.

MAINTENANCE

Concrete raised

up to column

M12x75 masonry 

anchors or M10x75

screwbolts

Column

Footing plate

Figure 9.0

Figure 9.1

Final Fixing into the Concrete Footing

Thoroughly check the posts with a spirit level. When plumb, fill the post hole with approximately 

150mm of concrete and use a shovel or pole to agitate the concrete to remove any air pockets. Repeat 

this process until the hole is full, continually checking the posts as you go. The concrete must have 

a slight slope that runs away from the column to ensure any water does not pool around the base 

(Figure 9.0). Once the concrete is set remove any temporary bracing or props.

Final Fixing onto Existing Concrete 

If the columns are to be fixed to an existing concrete slab with a footing plate, each plate must be 

fixed to the concrete with two M12x75 masonry anchors or two M12x75 screwbolts (Figure 9.1). The 

minimum distances from an anchor hole to the concrete edge is 75mm for M12 anchors.

Important Note

Do not allow soil to remain in permanent contact with the columns, as corrosion will result in the base 

of the column. Refer to the “Selection, Use and Maintenance of Stratco Steel Products” brochure for 

complete details of the maintenance requirements.

Downpipes

Before attaching the downpipes, rivet the downpipe bracket to the column and bend the flanges along 

the ‘break-line’ to accept the downpipe. Slide the downpipe over the downpipe outlet and rivet into 

position. Rivet the downpipe to the brackets. Weatherproof all the fasteners with silicone.

Regular maintenance is essential to maintain the good looks of all Stratco steel products and to ensure 

you receive the maximum life-span possible. Washing with clean water must be frequent enough to 

prevent the accumulation of dust, salts, and pollutants that may reduce the life of the product. Stratco 

steel products that are regularly washed by rain require no additional maintenance. No Stratco steel 

structure or materials are recommended for use over, or in close proximity, to swimming pools or 

spas. No material that retains water (such as dirt or paving sand) should be placed against the columns. 

Care must be taken when determining the location of Stratco steel products so that they are not 

placed in close contact with sources of pollution or environmental factors that could affect the life of 

the steel. Refer to the ‘Selection, Use and Maintenance’ brochure for more information.

are square in relation to the framework. Fix the front gutter with rivets at one metre spacings through 

the end of the roof sheets into the gutter’s back lip. For units with a deck overhang, fix the gutter 

to the roof sheets with two rivets per pan. Rivet and seal the front gutter to the mitre and the gutter 

straps to the roof sheets. Lift the final side gutter so that its front end slides into the mitre and the 

stop end slides up behind the back channel. Fix the gutter in position as previously described and 

waterproof with silicone. The downpipe is not attached at this stage, as the columns are not yet fixed 

in their vertical position.

Gutter Outlet Assembly 

To mark the position of the outlet, place the downpipe in line with the column. Mark and cut a hole in 

the base of the gutter near the back chamfer. Insert the downpipe outlet from the inside of the gutter 

and rivet in place using 3.2mm rivets (Figure 8.1). Remove any swarf and waterproof with silicone.
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DECKING
Turning the Decking Ends

While still at ground level, the ends of the decking need to be turned up or 

down approximately 30 degrees using a turn up/down tool to aid in weather 

proofing. Turn the ends of the decking up at the back channel end and down 

at the gutter end (Figure 6.0).

Laying and Installing the Decking

Decking should have a 50mm overhang into the gutter and is laid with the 

overlapping rib facing away from the prevailing wind (Figure 6.1).  Ensure all 

of the sheets have locking ribs on the same side. Mark the back channel and 

front fascia beam every 1000mm to check the decking is laid square.

Lift the first sheet into place and push it firmly into the BIP foam in the 

back channel to weather proof it. Check the sheet is square against the back 

channel and side fascia beam. At the back channel end, rivet the decking 

from underneath through the raised edge on the bottom of the back channel 

with two 3.2mm rivets per pan (Figure 6.2). Seal the rivets with silicone. At 

each supporting beam, fix the sheet with two 12x20 hex head self-drilling 

screws per pan (Figure 6.2) (In cyclonic conditions use three 12x20 hex head 

self-drilling screws per pan on supporting beams and three rivets per pan at 

the back channel). Remove any swarf.

Lay the next sheet of decking over the previous sheet’s side lap (Figure 6.1). 

At the back channel end press down on the lap until the sheets clip together, 

continue working along the length of the sheet using a timber block (to avoid 

damaging the sheet) and rubber mallet. Finish by sliding the roof sheet firmly 

into the BIP foam on the back channel. For larger spans you may need to 

temporarily support the underside of the roof sheeting while clipping the 

laps together. Continue this process until all the roof decking is installed.

Decking Parallel to Back Channel

If the decking runs parallel to the back channel, slide the first roof sheet 

sideways into the BIP foam in the back channel for a weather proof seal. 

The sheeting is secured to the back channel with rivets at 200mm centres 

(150mm centres for cyclonic conditions), and it is secured to the beams 

running parallel with the decking using hex head screws at 500mm centres. 

The roof sheets are fixed as standard to the supporting beams (Figure 6.2).

OUTBACK ROOFLITE™ INSTALLATION
domed washers at maximum 2000mm centres. Fix through the groove 

located along the top of the Rooflite connectors (Figure 7.1). To finish the 

exposed end of the Rooflite an infill is required. Fasten the infill over the 

Rooflite with 12x20mm screws and domed washers on both sides through 

the pre-drilled holes. Connect the infill to the underside of the decking with 

3mm rivets, seal the rivets with silicone. Finally, a foam insert is placed into 

the backchannel end of the Rooflite.
An Outback Rooflite can be used to add natural light. The polycarbonate 

Rooflite overlaps the deck by snapping or sliding over the already installed 

sheets that have been spaced 250mm apart (note the profile of the Rooflite is 

different on each side, and therefore must align with the correct connection 

on the deck). Ensure the lower tab of the Rooflite touches the Outback deck 

at the points shown (Figure 7.0) and all sheeting is pushed firmly into the 

back channel. 9mm holes must be pre-drilled through the Rooflite at all of 

the fastener locations prior to fixing to allow for thermal expansion. The 

Rooflite is fastened using 12x20mm hex head self-drilling screws with 

Figure 7.1

Figure 7.0

GUTTER ASSEMBLY

Gutter Preparation

To establish the inside gutter length ‘A’ (Figure 8.0), measure from the back 

of the back channel to the outside of the front fascia and subtract 5mm 

for the mitre bracket. To establish the inside gutter length for units with a 

deck overhang, subtract 55mm from the total roof sheet length. To establish 

inside gutter length ‘B’ for the front gutter, measure the length of the front 

fascia beam and subtract 5mm for each mitre bracket.

Attach the stop ends to the side gutters with four rivets per stop end. Remove 

any swarf and waterproof with silicone. On the gutter ends that will form a 

corner, cut a 45 degree mitre. Fit the mitre brackets using 3mm sealed rivets 

to fasten the mitre to the gutter then waterproof with silicone.

First Side Gutter Assembly 

After fixing a gutter mitre bracket to the corner of the first side gutter, lift 

the gutter into place so the stop end slides up behind the back channel. 

Use rivets to fasten the gutter’s back lip to the roofing at the maximum 

spacing of one metre. Install the gutter straps at least every metre (Figure 

8.2). Waterproof the rivets with silicone. Ensure the front face of the gutter 

remains vertical and even.

Front Gutter Assembly 

On the front gutter, attach a gutter mitre to the end opposite the side 

gutter. Slide the flat end of the gutter straps inside the rib of the roof sheets 

every metre. Hang the front gutter on the gutter straps and using a rolling 

action, lift the back of the gutter into the corner mitre of the side gutter. 

Check the roof sheets overhang into the gutter by 50mm and the gutters 

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS

The kit does not include fixings 

to attach the unit to an existing 

structure or concrete/masonry 

anchors for the column installation. 

If required, they must be 

purchased as additional items.

Figure 6.0

Figure 6.1

Figure 6.2

TOOLS REQUIRED

• Drill & Hex/Phillips Head Adaptors

• Rivet Gun

• Tape Measure

• Tin Snips

• Spirit Level

• Hack-Saw

• Post Hole Digger

• Silicone Gun

• Spanner or Ratchet

• Adjustable Construction Props

FINAL FIXING
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OUTBACK SELLING SKILLS 
Stratco has taken a huge step forward in developing 

a Selling Skills course specifically designed for selling 

the Stratco Outback. This course is only available to 

Outback Dealers.

This course has been developed in conjunction with 

an international training authority and is specifically 

written for Outback Dealers and the market conditions 

that Dealers operate in. The course is facilitated by 

one of Stratco’s accredited training officers.

This course provides the skills and confidence 

to sell the Stratco Outback in today’s market.

Benefits to you: 

• Better qualification of leads 

• Higher conversion rates 

• More effective and efficient sales people 

• Improves professionalism.



AUTHORISED OUTBACK® DEALER BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 
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SPAN TABLES FOR ATTACHED OUTBACK

SUNROOF VERANDAHS, PATIOS & CARPORTS

Gust wind speeds: W28, W33, W36, W41 & W50

Regions: A & B
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150 Outback Beams
Internal Box Gutter
Link Rod
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Mounting Bush
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Mounting Flashing
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Motor

Motor Bracket
Motor Flashing
Beam End Cap
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Motor LouvreFlashing
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STRATCO OUTBACK SUNROOFVERANDAHS, PATIOS & CARPORTSSection Details

19
2007 STRATCO (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD

(A.C.N. 007 550 754)

C

SECTION S1

SECTION S3

OUTBACK SUNROOF SIDE-BY-SIDE BANKSECTION S5

SECTION S2

SECTION S4

OUTBACK SUNROOF END-TO-SIDE BANKSECTION S6

Mounting
Flashing

(spring end)

Variable Cover
Flashing

Variable Cover
Flashing

Side
Flashing

Side
Flashing

Mounting
Flashing

(spacer end) Spring with
Spring Bush

Spacer
Louvre with

Endcaps

Louvre
Endcaps

Louvre with
Endcap

Louvre with
Endcap Louvre with

Endcap

Louvre with
Endcap

Louvre with
Endcap

Louvre with
Endcap

Link Rod

Link
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Link
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Mounting
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End Cap
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Mounting
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Motor
Cover

Flashing

Motor
Cover

Flashing
(top)

Motor
Cover
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(top)

Mounting
Flashing
(Spacer-

Spacer End)

Mounting
Flashing
(Spring-

Spacer End)

Side-Side
Flashing

Mounting
Flashing
(Spacer-

Spring End)

Motor
Assembly

Motor
Assembly

Motor
Assembly

Mounting
Bush

End Cap
Bush

150 Beam

150 Beam

150 Beam

150 Beam

150 Beam

150 Beam Motor Cover
Flashing (bottom)

Motor Cover
Flashing (bottom)

Motor Cover
Flashing (bottom) Internal
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Box Gutter

Internal
Box Gutter
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STRATCO OUTBACK SUNROOF
VERANDAHS, PATIOS & CARPORTS

Type 1A (Attached)
150 Beam1A

1. 68mm Outback Columns
2. 68mm Outback Column Reinforced with 50x50x3.0mm SHS
3. 65x65x2.5mm SHS
4. 75x75x2.5mm SHS

1. 300 x 300 x 500mm deep with 60mm corbel
2. 300 x 300 x 600mm deep with 60mm corbel
3. 350 x 350 x 650mm deep with 60mm corbel
4. 450 x 450 x 750mm deep with 75mm corbel

1. These tables must be read in conjunction with General Notes on page
5 and detail drawings on pages 17-22.

2. Span S is the distance between the outside face of the fascia beams.
Column spacing C is the distance between column centres.

3. Type 1A units allow for a maximum beam overhang of up to 900mm.
The beam overhang BO is the distance between the column centre
and the outside face of the side beam.

4. The back span shall be a minimum 1.5 x BO for units with a beam
overhang.

5. Attached one side units must be secured for at least 75% of the rear
attachment beam to be considered attached.

6. This design may be rotated through 90° to run the louvres parallel to
the wall or fascia provided the length does not exceed twice the width
of the structure. In this case, the unit must be attached for the full
length at the side.

7. Corner attached units assume full lateral restraint in two directions
from the existing structure. The Outback unit must remain within the
outer dimensions of the existing structure and be secured on two
adjacent sides.

8. For units which are partially attached in a corner, a combination of the
above tables must be adopted, refer page 28 for details.

9. All beams shall be 150mm Outback beams.
10.Maximum 24m² louvre area taken to the inside face of fascia beams

allowed per closed section.
11.Columns on attached units may be fixed to a concrete slab using the

appropriate footing plate detail shown on page 18.
12.Interpolation may be used for values required between those shown in

the tables.
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Notes & Requirements

Footings

2007 STRATCO (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD
(A.C.N. 007 550 754)

C

Columns A

A

BEAM

INT. GUTTER

C

S

PLAN VIEW

DETAIL S3, S6

EAVES OR WALL LINE

SECTION S5

SECTION A-A

(T
O

P
O

F
B
E
A

M
)

SECTION A-A
S S

DETAIL S1 DETAIL S2

A

A

BEAM

INT. GUTTER

Value in brackets indicates the minimum column size required for on concrete fixings. For corner attached units column type indicated is sufficient
for both into footings and onto concrete slab designs.

C

S

BACK SPAN BO

PLAN VIEW OPTIONAL BEAM
OVERHANG
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0
0
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X
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0
0
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DETAIL S4, S7

ATTACHMENT BEAM

Column

Spacing

C

Column

Type

Footing

Type

Column

Spacing

C

Column

Type

Footing

Type

Column

Spacing

C

Column

Type

Footing

Type

Column

Spacing

C

Column

Type

Footing

Type

Column

Spacing

C

Column

Type

Footing

Type

1500 8000
1
(2)

2 8000
1
(2)

3 7150
1
(2)

4 5700
1
(2)

4 3750
2
(3)

4

1800 7500
1
(2)

2 7500
1
(2)

3 6800
2
(3)

4 5600
2
(3)

4 3600
2
(3)

4

2100 7000 2 2 7000 2 3 6450
2
(3)

4 5500
2
(3)

4 3500
2
(3)

4

2400 6750
2
(3)

2 6750 2 3 6250
2
(3)

4 5400
2
(3)

4 3400
2
(3)

4

2700 6500
2
(3)

2 6500
2
(3)

3 6050
2
(3)

4 5300
2
(3)

4 3350
2
(4)

4

3000 6300
2
(3)

2 6300
2
(3)

3 5850
2
(3)

4 5150
2
(3)

4 3250
2
(4)

4

3300 6100
2
(3)

2 6100
2
(3)

3 5700
2
(4)

4 5000
2
(4)

4 n/a n/a n/a

3600 5900
2
(3)

2 5900
2
(3)

3 5550
2
(4)

4 4950
2
(4)

4 n/a n/a n/a

3900 5700
2
(3)

2 5700
2
(3)

3 5400
2
(4)

4 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

1500 8000 1 2 8000 1 3 7500 1 4 5700 1 4 3750 1 4

1800 7500 1 2 7500 1 3 7150 1 4 5600 1 4 3600 1 4

2100 7000 1 2 7000 1 3 6800 1 4 5500 1 4 3500 1 4

2400 6750 1 2 6750 1 3 6400 1 4 5300 1 4 3350 1 4

2700 6500 1 2 6500 1 4 6000 1 4 5100 1 4 3250 1 4

3000 6300 1 2 6300 1 4 5700 1 4 4650 1 4 n/a n/a n/a

3300 6100 1 2 6100 1 4 5400 1 4 4200 1 4 n/a n/a n/a

3600 5900 1 2 5900 1 4 5150 1 4 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

3900 5700 1 2 5700 1 4 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Corner

Attached

Attached One

Side

Maximum Allowable Span (mm)

Span

S

N1 (W28) N3 (W41)N2 (W33) N4 (W50)W36N
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USER FRIENDLY DESIGN TABLES AND PRICING 

An Outback can be designed to offer a range of 

different visual effects which can offer a high level 

of design flexibility and reflects consumer demand 

for wider design choices.

Most importantly we back up our designs with 

engineering, so the local councils and our customers 

are completely satisfied. Many years of research and 

development have been invested into the process of 

designing the Outback structure and to ensure our 

Dealers have a simple method and a clear 

understanding of what can be offered to the market.

The ease of designing a structure has been simplified 

by using our Outback Span Tables. These Span 

Tables have been designed based upon the Building 

Code of Australia and utilise the most up to date 

Australian Standards. These Span Tables have been 

independently certified by independent engineers.

Our Dealers are competently trained to use these 

tables so they can provide designs to suit most 

situations and satisfy those important  

customer requests.

VERANDAHS | PATIOS | CARPORTS | SUNROOF

YOU BRING THE DREAM
WE'LL BRING THE

STRATCO OUTBACK® SPAN TABLES
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CURVED ROOF | SUNROOF

STRATCO OUTBACK®
All brands and logos/images accompanied by ® or ™ are trade marks of Stratco (Australia) Pty Limited.   ® Copyright February 2007

« SCAN THIS QR CODE TO FIND A STRATCO NEAR YOU

1300 155 155
stratco.com.au

PRICE LIST GST NOT INCLUDED

PRICE LIST

VERANDAHS | PATIOS | CARPORTS | PERGOLAS
STRATCO OUTBACK®

GST NOT INCLUDED

Pricing the Outback is made very simple by using 

a friendly, fast and accurate grid pricing method. 

Our pricing grids cover most design options with 

the flexibility of including multiple Outback units.

Our span table and price books are easy to use, 

saving time and present a professional image.

User friendly price lists enable fast accurate 

quoting by using a grid pricing system.

Our span table books make designing any  

Outback unit a simple exercise and all  

tables are easy to understand.
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OUTBACK DESIGN - SOFTWARE 

Outback Design is a user friendly CAD based 

program that allows sales people to quickly 

draw the consumer’s home and proposed 

verandah patio, to help the consumer 

visualise their Outback living dreams.

Outback Design is a very powerful tool to 

assist salespeople to effectively close the sale 

and differentiates the Outback Product and 

the Outback Dealer from the competition.

OUTBACK DESIGN AND QUOTING
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OUTBACK DIRECT™ - DEALER HOME PAGE 

Outback Direct is an easy and convenient way to 

design and price Outback units online, anytime.  

Doing business has never been this easy. This internet 

based business solution is an industry first and Stratco 

is offering you the opportunity to take advantage of this 

ground breaking initiative.

You will also be able to access Outback Direct where 

you can order your materials online, view your buying 

prices, prepare quotes, access your statements and 

invoices, and deal with Stratco in a new and exciting way.

Outback Direct has been designed specifically for 

Authorised Dealers to make dealing with Stratco very 

easy. Once you have used Outback Direct you will 

wonder how you ever managed without it.

Outback Direct enables you to generate a quotation for 

a Stratco Outback verandah system by following a few 

simple steps. In addition, the program also allows you 

to add on other associated costs of building the 

verandah patio.



AUTHORISED OUTBACK® DEALER BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 
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ORDER PROCESSING AND SUPPORT

Ordering the Outback has been made easy 

for Dealers through the development of 

standard order forms. These order forms are 

made readily available and provide a simple 

format that gives our Outback Estimating 

Team clear and accurate information.

Once you have finalised your customer’s design, 

it is a matter of drawing the Outback on to the 

order form, ticking the appropriate boxes 

and simply sending it through to our 

Outback Estimating Team.

Our friendly Outback Estimating Team will 

process the order using our specially designed 

take-off system, which ensures an accurate 

list of material quantities is supplied to our 

manufacturing team ready for production 

and delivery to your customer.

All members of the Outback Estimating Team 

are also available to offer support and design 

service where required. This includes advice 

on design, engineering, pricing, installation 

and obtaining council approval.

SPECIFICATION SHEET

Delivery DateCustomer Order No.

Authorised Outback Dealer                  

Builders Name             Phone

Builders Address

Lic. No.       Phone                 Rep. Signature

Clients Name        Client Signature

Site Address

Phone Number Home   Business

Address

Council              Phone

OUTBACK VERANDAH/PATIO

OUTBACK GABLES (Clearspan/Multispan/Curved)

COLUMN SIZES

OUTBACK

68 x 68 Standard

68 x 68 Reinforced

SHS

65 x 65 x 2.5

75 x 75 x 2.5

75 x 75 x 3.0

100 x 100 x 2.5

100 x 100 x 3.0

Timber Wrap

Clearspan Multispan Curved

Standard Gazebo Hip

Ultimate 22° 30°

150 Attachment Beam

OUTBACK GABLES

Gable Opening 
(Inside Valley Beams)

Length

ROOF COLOUR DETAILS

Colour

T/Side

U/Side

D/Side

T/Side

U/Side

Ridge/Hip/Barge

FLASHING DETAILS

Ridge Cap Type Steel Polycarb

Ridge Cap Colour

Hip Cap Type  Steel Polycarb

Hip Cap Colour

Barge Cap Colour Std.

Box Gutter Colour Std.

Soaker (In Lieu of Z Flashing)

Soaker Flashing Colour

Header Flashing Colour

Panel Strip Colour

COLOUR LEGEND

AL - Alpine
SE - Sand Dune
DR - Desert
ER - Earth
TD - Thunder
DP - Deep Space
ST - Storm
YL - Sylvanite

ROOF DETAILS

Outback Deck

CGI C/Bond

CGI Curving Quality

CGI Polycarb

Greca Polycarb

Outback Rooflite®

POLYCARB ROOFLITE

No. of Polycarb Rooflite

DOWNPIPE TYPE

PVC dia.

65 x 55 Outback

100 x 50

Other

S/W Adapter dia.

FIXING OF BACK CHANNEL

To Eaves

To Wall

BACK CHANNEL DETAILS

Standard

Clickform Cover Channel

Angle Back Channel

STRUCTURAL DETAILS

1A

1F

2A

2F

3A

3F

4A

4F

Existing Gutter Width 

OUTBACK COLOUR CHART

Deck

External Beams

Internal Beams

Columns

Downpipes

Edge Gutter (Low Gloss)

Downpipe

DRSE DP ST YLAL TDER

BEAMS

120 Beam

150 Beam

Angled Gutter Mitres

Angled Beam Components

ANGLED COMPONENTS

O
S
S
H

EXTRAS

No. of Finial

GUST WIND SPEED

C1 (W41)

C2 (W50)

W55C

C3 (W60)

N1 (W28)

N2 (W33)

N3 (W41)

N4 (W50)

INFILL FRAMES

One End

Two Ends

Intermediate

Front

Rear

None

Rafters

Purlins

Valley Beam

Ridge Beam

Curved Beam

OUTBACK COLOUR CHARTM
U

LT
IS

P
A

N

C
LE

A
R

S
P

A
N

TD ST YLDPDR ERSEALFibre Cement

 Square Lattice

 Diamond Lattice

 Stucco

Plastic Lattice

 Classic

 Privacy

 Twin Wall Polycarb

 Perforated

Colour

Steel Infill

 Laser Cut Pattern

Pattern

INFILL PANELS

SHS CONNECTION DETAIL

(Refer Span Table Pg. 20-21)

Detail F7

Detail F8

Detail F9

Detail F10

Detail F11

EXISTING STRUCTURE DETAILS

RAFTER/TRUSS

Steel

Timber

FASCIA

Steel

Timber

FASCIA ANGLE

Flat

Angle

EAVE O/HANG

450mm

600mm

Other

ROOF PITCH

22°

30°

Other

Purlin Tape

FOOTING DETAILS On Concrete

In Concrete

300 x 300 x 500mm

300 x 300 x 600mm

350 x 350 x 650mm

350 x 350 x 750mm

450 x 450 x 750mm
No. of Bags

Footing Plate

Internal Footing Bkt
(QLD only)

POLYCARB COLOUR DETAILS

LASERLITE 3000

Gun Metal

Ice

Platinum

LASERLITE 2000

Cream

Opal

Grey Tint

Clear 

Bronze Tint

General Purpose (GP) 
Concrete 20kg 20MPa

Bag-a-Post Concrete 
25kg, 15MPa

A

 Ventridge: Colour Qty

 Length (max. 3m)

 Downlights: Qty Fans: Qty

Heater: Qty 1500W

 1800W

Cooldek LED Downlights: Qty 5W - 4 Pack

 12W - 2 Pack

 Beam Light 3W - 6 Pack: Qty

Cables: Qty 1m 3m 6m

OUTBACK ACCESSORIES

REINFORCING REQUIREMENTS FOR EXISTING STRUCTURE

Fascia Reinforcing Bkt

Extended Fascia Bkt

Fly Over Bkt

Rafter Strengthening Bkt Fixed

  Adjustable

Riser Bkt Type A Type B

 22° 27°

Reinforcing Channel

Steel Frame Reinforcing Kit

Site Plan & Elevation of Verandah/Patio

PLAN DRAWING EXAMPLE:

Length Width    Height  Area (m2)  Price 

Lead No.

Value

Value

Value

Value
C C

V
al

u
e

Value
EE

V
al

u
e

V
al

u
e

1. Indicate all structural member sizes

2. Indicate dimension end-point locations

3. Indicate all roof lights

4. Indicate position of all columns

5. Indicate fall direction and downpipe locations

6. Indicate all existing walls, fascias and gutters with 

the use of well-spaced parallel lines.

7. Indicate required style of angled beam connections:

Mitred Trimmed

NOTES:

Beam/Beam Bracket Direction

Roof Fall

Beam Join Position

Translucent Sheet

J1

Column on Concrete

Column into Earth

Column Position

C

E

Back Channel

Back to Back Channel

Beam

LEGEND:

OUTBACK DRAWING SHEET

O
D
S
H

Value

Delivery DateCustomer Order No.

Authorised Outback Dealer

Dealers Order No. Rep. Signature

Clients Name Client Signature

 White = Order Copy
Yellow = Clients Copy

PLEASE SPECIFY ALL DIMENSIONS ABOVE (mm) ON ORDER PAD

A. Fascia to Outside of Column

B. Height

C. House Gutter Width

A
B

C

Gutter

150 Outback

Beam

Rafter 
Strengthening 

Bracket

 Ventridge: Colour 
Qty

 
Length (max. 3m)

 Downlights: Qty 
Fans: Qty

Heater: Qty 1500W

 
1800W

Cooldek LED Downlights: Qty 5W - 4 Pack

 

12W - 2 Pack

 Beam Light 3W - 6 Pack: Qty

Cables: Qty 1m 
3m 

6m

HERITAGE SPECIFICATION SHEET

Delivery Date

Customer Order No.

Authorised Outback Dealer                  

Builders Name             Phone

Builders Address

Lic. No.       Phone                 Rep. Signature

Clients Name        Client Signature

Site Address

Phone Number Home   Business

Address

Council              Phone

COLOUR LEGEND

AL - Alpine

SE - Sand Dune

DR - Desert

ER - Earth

TD - Thunder

DP - Deep Space

ST - Storm

YL - Sylvanite

ATTACHMENT

ATTACHMENT TYPE

STRUCTURE STYLE

STRUCTURE DIMENSIONS

Freestanding

Attached

Timber Fascia

Steel Fascia

Brick Wall

Dutch Gable 22°

Traditional 22°

Traditional 30°

Outside Column

Outside Gutter

REGION
GUST WIND SPEED

N4 (W50) 

W55

C3 (W60)

A

B

C

N1 (W28)

N2 (W33)

N3 (W41)

OUTBACK COLOUR CHART

Rafters

Columns

Purlins

Attachment
Beam

DRSE
DP ST YL

AL
TDER

Riser Bracket

 Type A Type B

 22° 
27°

Timber Fascia Bracket

BOX GUTTER DETAILS

DIMENSIONS

Drawing & Dimensions

(if colour nominate side)

Finish AZ CB

A. Structure Width

B. Structure Height

C. House Gutter Width

Structure Length

Extra Post Length 

No Holes Drilled

No. of Brackets

No. of Reinforcing Channels

150 Beam Rafter Strengthening Bracket

ATTACHMENT METHOD

No. of Brackets

HEADER BEAM SIZE

68 120 150

Fixed Bracket Adjustable Bracket

Steel Frame Materials

Gutter

150 Outback 

Beam

Rafter 

Strengthening 

Bracket

Top Plate

Stud Wall

ROOF COLOUR DETAILS

Colour

Colour

T/Side

U/Side

D/Side

T/Side

U/Side

Ridge/Hip/Barge

FLASHING/ GUTTER DETAILS

Ridge Cap Type Steel Polycarb

Ridge Cap Colour

Hip Cap Type  Steel Polycarb

Hip Cap Colour

Barge Cap Colour

Header Flashing Colour

Panel Strip Colour

Gutter Profile

Gutter Colour

ROOF DETAILS

Outback Deck

CGI C/Bond

CGI Polycarb

Greca Polycarb

Outback Rooflite®

O
H
O
P

EXTRAS

No. of Finial

INFILL FRAMES

One End

Two Ends

Intermediate

Front

Rear

None

Fibre Cement

 Square Lattice

 Diamond Lattice

 Stucco

Plastic Lattice

 Classic

 Privacy

 Twin Wall Polycarb

 Perforated

Colour

Steel Infill

 Laser Cut Pattern

Pattern

INFILL PANELS

Purlin Tape

H-Mould

POLYCARB COLOUR DETAILS

LASERLITE 3000

Gun Metal

Ice

Platinum

LASERLITE 2000

Cream

Opal

Grey Tint

Clear

Bronze Tint

DOWNPIPE TYPE

PVC dia.

65 x 55 Outback

100 x 50

Other

S/W Adapter dia.

OUTBACK ACCESSORIES

FOOTING DETAILS On Concrete

In Concrete

300 x 300 x 500mm

300 x 300 x 600mm

350 x 350 x 650mm

450 x 450 x 750mm

No. of Bags

Footing Plate

Internal Footing Bkt

(QLD only)

General Purpose (GP) 

Concrete 20kg 20MPa

Bag-a-Post Concrete 

25kg, 15MPa
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STRATCO INNOVATION

Stratco leads the way developing new 

and innovative products for the outdoor 

living market. 

Our research and development team 

continually refine our existing products 

and develop new products to meet the 

changing needs of Australian families. 

To ensure the highest possible standards 

Stratco products are subjected to rigorous 

testing and analysis to ensure they suit the 

Australian environment. When you sell 

and install a Stratco product, you can be 

confident that it has passed and exceeded 

set benchmarks.
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BENEFITS AND ADVANTAGES

There are a number of advantages and significant opportunities in  

becoming an Authorised Outback Dealer. 

The following summary includes just a few:

 Broadens your business offer and assists to penetrate more specialised markets.

 Develops a competitive advantage by selling an exclusive ‘appealing’ product in your market.

 Utilises existing infrastructure to increase sales.

 Allows you to sell a higher margin product.

 Provides access to increased advertising, building awareness in your market.

 Gives add on sales opportunities for related home Improvement products.

 Access regular representation by a specialised Outback Product Manager.

 Support from a major National Supplier.

 An ongoing program of staff training, including installers, to increase staff capabilities  

and capacity.

 Sales and marketing support.

 Engineering support.

 Ongoing product and brand development.

 A signed Dealership Agreement to protect and embody the mutual understanding  

and commitment of both parties.

These are just some of the benefits our Dealers nationally enjoy.

Are you interested in becoming a Dealer? 

Then discuss this business opportunity with your Outback Product Manager.
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